MUSCAT: Ms. Thuraya Alzadjali has bagged the first appreciative star for her brilliant endeavor for working towards the excellent reputation of this institution. In order to recognise the valued creative and initiative input from the employees of Bayan College, the Deanship has launched the Reward Board for Creativity and Initiative. In which Ms. Alzadjali has been rewarded with the first star, which recognised all her hard work. Ms Alzadjali has made Bayan College stand out in terms of its hospitality to the Freie University Berlin.
“In spite of being stressed with work, she always stood for the betterment of the college and was very kind to all people. She is a hard worker putting her full strength in building up a professional environment and putting a trade mark which can motivate other family members of Bayan College”, said Deputy Dean Ms. Modi Juma Al Ghailani.

According to the management, the work ethics with regard to Bayan College has always been punctuality and regularity, but the Management feels that these values should not be the only areas of employee recognition. The staff member of Bayan College should do a lot more than their share of the regular tasks; they should provide inputs which will propel the name and fame of the college to greater heights.

Hence the Reward Board for Creativity and Initiative contains the names of the entire staff, in order to evaluate them according to their dedication to implementing new ideas towards the daily running of the institution. The board is located at the entrance of the Deanship's Office; this specific area was chosen due the pride taken by the Management in showing off their most creative and initiative employees.

“A star will be awarded to the staff member who gets their idea implemented in a perfect manner. But such stars will not be given for simple and regular work; these will be awarded only for extraordinary and outstanding achievements. This is an extremely prestigious reward devised by the Deanship, and the employee who receives such a star should be truly grateful for the appreciation given to them”, added Ms. Modi.